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Abstract

This paper aims at identifying the combination of organizational culture profiles and leadership styles that best support companies implementing lean manufacturing practices. For that, 225 leaders from manufacturing companies at various stages of lean implementation were surveyed. The analytical approach clustered respondents and their respective firms according to prevailing organizational culture, leadership style and level of implementation of lean practices, testing for frequency differences among clusters. This study states that organizational culture profiles are related to leadership styles and lean manufacturing implementation level, suggesting different-from-expected effects of this relationship on lean manufacturing implementation. The study bridges a gap in the literature by exploring how the association between organizational culture and leadership styles occurs in companies that are adopting lean practices.
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1. Introduction

Effective implementation of lean manufacturing (LM) depends upon people, both leaders and followers, regardless of the kind of organization in which it takes place (Sawhney and Chason, 2005; Grigg et al., 2018). LM is deemed to be grounded on principles such as ‘continuous improvement’ and ‘respect for people’ (Toyota, 2001; Emiliani and Stec, 2005; Dinis-Carvalho, 2020). ‘Continuous improvement’ encompasses practices that aim at enhancing quality and productivity (Ohno, 1988). ‘Respect for people’ is comprised of organizational and leadership characteristics that need to be aligned with waste elimination and value-added creation (Treville and Antonakis, 2006). Hence, moving from a mass production model to a LM system calls for significant changes on both technical and socio-cultural aspects (Tortorella and Fogliatto,
2014), requiring proper organizational culture and leadership (Schein, 2004; House et al., 2004; Lagrosen and Lagrosen, 2019).

The literature emphasizes the importance of the underlying organizational culture as a critical factor for supporting and sustaining LM implementation (Hines et al., 2004; Achanga et al., 2006; Bhasin, 2012; Yadav et al., 2019). LM implementation usually entails changes in mind-sets regarding the way businesses and processes are envisioned (Bhasin and Burcher, 2006; van Assen, 2018). In this sense, a mismatched organizational culture may be the cause for ineffectiveness in LM implementation (Liker, 2004; Sim and Rogers, 2009; Liker and Rother, 2011; Chiarini and Brunetti, 2019). Previous studies have approached the association between organizational culture and isolated LM features or practices, such as Total Quality Management (Prajogo and McDermott, 2005; Baird et al., 2011; Stentoft and Freytag, 2020) and Just in Time (Gupta et al., 2000; Dahlgaard and Mi Dahlgaard-Park, 2006). However, the literature on types of organizational culture that may impair or favor LM adoption is still scarce and usually approaches organizational culture as a pre-requisite of LM (Bortolotti et al., 2015; Tortorella et al., 2019a). Studies that complement the analysis of such association (e.g. Spear and Bowen, 1999; Rother, 2009) usually encompassed Toyota as case study, neglecting the existence of other organizational culture profiles. Additionally, although Padkil and Leonard (2015) investigated the relationship between organizational culture and LM implementation, their propositions lacked empirical evidence and disregarded the effect of leadership styles, which also motivated our study.

On the other hand, specifically regarding leadership, studies such as Mann (2009), Shook (2010), Marksberry (2010), Sethuraman and Suresh (2014), van Dun et al. (2016) and Seidel et al. (2019) emphasized that leaders should extend their approaches beyond LM technicalities by adopting behaviors and styles that will nurture the development of an appropriate organizational culture. Suresh et al. (2012) suggest that to extensively implement LM companies must include
in senior management leaders who are typically transformational: they should emphasize on behaviors that eventually lead to the desired culture and outcomes to be pursued by middle managers who are mainly characterized as transactional (Emiliani, 1998). A usual assumption is that leaders implementing LM are more cooperative and excel in motivating teams (Angelis et al., 2011; Pamfilie et al., 2012; Tortorella et al., 2017; 2019a).

However, it is worth noticing that Toyota’s management system may not be easily replicated by other companies (Dora et al., 2016), as their organizational culture and leadership styles may differ from Toyota (Tortorella et al., 2018; Seidel et al., 2019). That gives rise to the following research question:

RQ. What combinations of organizational culture profile and leadership style are most likely to favor LM implementation?

To answer that question, we surveyed 225 leaders from several manufacturers, which are undergoing different stages of LM implementation. The proposed analytical methodology clusters companies according to their organizational culture profile and level of implementation of LM practices. Then, we test for leadership styles differences across groups, and draw conclusions. This investigation identifies the combination between leadership styles and organizational culture profile that best supports the implementation of LM practices at high and low levels; both organizational culture and leadership are identified as key success factors for LM (Taleghani, 2010; Marodin and Saurin, 2013; Netland and Ferdows, 2014; Demeter and Losonci, 2019).

Our propositions build on Tortorella et al. (2016), which was also grounded on Situational Leadership theory (Blanchard and Hersey, 1969; Blanchard, 2010) to identify leadership styles and contextual variables (i.e. leadership experience, leader’s age and number of followers) that best support companies undergoing LM implementation. However, the current research draws
its conclusions from a larger dataset and includes the Competing Values Framework (Quinn and Spreitzer, 1991; Cameron and Quinn, 2005) to diagnose perceived organizational culture profile that prevails in firms. The current study considered not only leadership styles, whose examination was initiated in Tortorella et al. (2016), but also the organizational culture, which was briefly discussed by Padkil and Leonard (2015) and Paro and Gerolamo (2017). Thus, the empirical examination of the effect of the relationship between leadership styles and organizational culture on LM implementation features as an original contribution of this study, providing complementary and novel insights to theory and practice.

2. Background

2.1. LM practices and Leadership

LM seeks for streamlining the flow of value through continuous waste reduction (Womack and Jones, 2003). It is also viewed as a breakage with the traditional management concepts deployed by mass-production models (Marodin et al., 2015). To properly select practices and to identify their applicability in different operational contexts are an important issue for academia and organizations (Herron and Braiden, 2006; Shah and Ward, 2007; Lindsay et al., 2019). Regardless of the wide adoption of LM, a generalizable implementation approach has not been yet established (Marodin and Saurin, 2013; Tortorella et al., 2015a; Zanon et al., 2020). Thus, Table 1 lists LM practices most frequently studied in the specialized literature. Fourteen LM practices were identified; from those, ‘standardized work’ and ‘problem solving methods’ appear to be the ones with highest frequencies; while ‘cross-functional teams’ is the least cited. Despite the varying number of citations, all fourteen LM practices in Table 1 have been consistently investigated and accurately characterize environments undergoing lean implementation (Tortorella et al., 2017).
Table 1 – LM practices in the literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1- Pull system</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- Takt-time</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3- Continuous flow</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4- Material supply</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5- Zero defects</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6- Quality assurance</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7- Product/process quality planning</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8- Standardized work</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9- Production leveling</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10- Maintenance system</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11- Workplace organization</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12- Self-managed teams</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13- Cross-functional teams</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14- Problem solving methods</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Further, transitioning to a LM environment is a complex process that requires significant changes throughout the firm. Such transition is relevant for reinforcing the culture and behaviors required to maintain the continued efforts for improvement (Sawhney and Chason, 2005; Bortolotti et al., 2015). Leadership behaviors must be explicitly demonstrated (Hall, 2006; Angelis et al., 2011) to guarantee the success in the adoption of new practices inherent to LM transition (Fiume, 2004). Despite knowledge accumulated in previous studies, leadership is an aspect that still needs more attention from researchers (Sharma and Kirkman, 2015),
particularly with regards to favor LM implementation (Bortolotti et al., 2015; Tortorella and Fogliatto, 2017; Tortorella et al. 2017; 2018).

Although the relevance of leadership for LM is already acknowledged (Womack and Jones, 2003; Liker, 2004; Negrão et al., 2020), its behavioral analysis is rarely embraced in research related to LM (Tortorella et al., 2016; Lleo et al., 2017). Few recent empirical studies are exceptions. Marksberry (2010) investigated the behaviors of operational team leaders in supporting both social and technical aspects of team members in the Toyota Production System. Team leaders’ behaviors were compared against the short and long-term objectives. Results indicated that for urgent activities (i.e. short-term), team leaders displayed a task-oriented behavior, while for long-term objectives they tended to favor a relation-oriented behavior. Van Dun et al. (2016) focused on identifying prevailing values and behaviors of middle managers deemed successful in their LM implementation efforts. They analyzed managers during routine meetings with team members to conclude that four main behaviors were present, with different prevalence: (i) relation-oriented (54.97%), (ii) task-oriented (26.75%), (iii) change-oriented (13.01%), and (iv) counterproductive behaviors (5.27%). Gelei et al. (2015) examined attributes of leaders that can foster or impair LM, while Dombrowski and Mielke (2014) suggested behaviors that could contribute to a higher implementation level.

2.2. Organizational culture and LM

Organizational culture is a shared system of beliefs, values and habits that employees acknowledge within an organization (Hofstede, 2001; House et al., 2004; Schein, 2004). While LM is focused on systematically reducing waste, it also entails a significant change in existing organizational culture (Bhasin and Burcher, 2006; Erthal and Marques, 2018). A lean culture emphasizes employees’ development by continuously involving them on improvement initiatives throughout the organization. In such context, success is not only a function of
performance indicators, but also a measure of employees’ engagement in promoting higher performance standards (Zarbo, 2012; Demeter and Losonci, 2019). The conflicting problem is that firms are usually pressured to achieve significant results in the short-term (Bhasin, 2012). However, as pointed out by Liker (2004), Emiliani (2008), and Kull et al. (2014), LM requires a long-term commitment; to view LM as a short-term strategic approach is mistaken. Most failures related to LM implementation are attributed to the fact that time required to develop a proper organizational culture is not aligned with short-term expectations (Dahlgaard and Dahlgaard-Park, 2006; Paro and Gerolamo, 2017; Negrão et al., 2020).

Several studies focus on the role of organizational culture in determining organization success in LM implementation, as shown in Table 2. Their authors attempted to describe and formalize the characteristics of an ideal culture for extensively implementing LM, leading firms to superior performance. It is a common belief that there is a recursive interaction between organizational culture and LM; LM culture is more likely to be established as its practices are widely adopted throughout the company (Wincel and Kull, 2013; Leite et al., 2020). In this sense, continuous efforts in implementing LM practices allow employees to experience LM, and may act as a driver of cultural shift throughout the organization (Liker and Meier, 2007; Rother, 2009; Mann, 2010; Tezel et al., 2018). However, due to the existence of heterogeneous organizational culture profiles, firms undergoing lean implementation may reinforce initiatives or behaviors that lead to a sparse set of benefits (Prajogo and McDermott, 2011; DeSanctis et al., 2018). Taleghani (2010) and Padkil and Leonard (2015) argue that a mismatch between the culture profile and management practices can lead firms to distort LM effectiveness thereby, undermining potential performance improvements. Pedersen and Huniche (2010) and Kull et al. (2014) add that the lack of alignment between organizational culture and LM practices tends to decrease their adoption level, leading to inefficient adaptations, partial adoptions and poor operational results.
Authors have investigated the relationship between LM and organizational culture through different approaches. Angelis et al. (2011) used the ASSET questionnaire, developed by Cartwright and Cooper (2002), to measure the development of a commitment culture during lean implementation. Kull et al. (2014) studied the moderating role of organizational culture on the association between LM and operating performance, based upon the GLOBE National Culture Value Dimensions instrument (House et al., 2004). Similarly, Bortolotti et al. (2015) applied GLOBE to examine how organizational culture relates to the adoption of soft LM practices. Padkil and Leonard (2015) proposed the utilization of Competing Values Framework, developed by Quinn and Spreitzer (1991), to investigate organizational culture’s influence on LM implementation. That framework is commonly adopted in empirical research related to organizational behaviors and performance (Gregory et al., 2009), exploring two main dimensions (effectiveness and focus) at different levels to generate four classes of organizational culture; see Figure 1. Padkil and Leonard (2015) presented propositions on the relationship between the four classes of organizational culture and LM implementation, but did not validate them empirically. Such gap has motivated our study.

Table 2 – Contributions related to LM and organizational culture available in the literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Present the critical factors that constitute a successful implementation of LM within manufacturing SMEs (small and medium enterprises).</td>
<td>Several critical factors that determine the success of implementing LM within SMEs are: leadership, management, finance organizational culture and skills and expertise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Examine the underlying reasons surrounding low rates of successful lean implementation initiatives.</td>
<td>Several factors are needed for a successful LM implementation. Besides the technical aspects, the organization’s culture also needs to be transformed. This transformation needs to be implemented throughout the whole organization’s value chain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Analyze the principles and results of LM and compare the lean philosophy with the six sigma quality process and the principles of TQM. Further, it is discussed how to build the necessary company culture for having success with both management philosophies.</td>
<td>There seems to be too much focus on training people in tools and techniques and, at the same time, too little emphasis on understanding the human factor, i.e. how to build the right company culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Examine the relationship between the degree of lean implementation and worker commitment; as well as the commitment effects of 21 lean work practices.</td>
<td>Results show seven work practices favorably influence commitment while seven others have a negative influence. The identified non-significant work practices indicate practices with a social element, such as teamwork and filling in for absent workers, have limited influence on employee commitment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Explore the importance of a suitable change strategy resulting in the likelihood of a triumphant lean implementation.</td>
<td>While lean failures are attributable to different causes, the fundamental issues of corporate culture and change are evident. Every company needs to find its own way to implement lean, and it should be viewed as a never-ending journey.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Describe a functional culture of continuous improvement across a large system of medical laboratories in the Henry Ford Health System. The empowerment of educated individuals in process improvement requires more than merely applying the principles and tools of Toyota’s efficient production system in focused projects. Without a structure there will be potential chaos with so many employees anxious to use their newfound empowerment.

7. Provide an overview of existing research on culture in LM. Review of the literature provides evidence that culture is still widely researched in lean manufacturing. A framework on the role of culture in lean manufacturing is also provided.

8. Investigate why various national culture dimensions moderate LM’s effect on operating performance in manufacturing facilities worldwide. LM is most effective in countries that value high uncertainty avoidance, low assertiveness, low future orientation, and low-performance orientation.

9. Examine whether plants that successfully implement LM are characterized by a specific organizational culture profile and extensively adopt soft LM practices. Lean plants show higher institutional collectivism, future orientation, a humane orientation, and a lower level of assertiveness.

10. Identify the various cultural dimensions and their purported effect on LM implementation and sustainability. Knowing which dimensions influence lean effectiveness allows managers to develop the firm’s organizational culture to one that will support sustaining lean efforts. The values and norms that underlie lean processes may create conflict with the culture that already exists within the organization; such divergence retards adoption and performance.

Authors: (1) Achanga et al., 2006; (2) Bhasin and Burcher, 2006; (3) Dahlgaard and Dahlgaard-Park, 2006; (4) Angelis et al., 2011; (5) Bhasin, 2012; (6) Zarbo, 2012; (7) Ahmad, 2013; (8) Kull et al., 2014; (9) Bortolotti et al., 2015; (10) Padkil and Leonard, 2015.

Figure 1 – Competing values framework
Source: Adapted from Cameron and Quinn (2005), p. 103.

3. Research method
This research aims at investigating the effect of the relationship between organizational culture profiles and leadership styles on LM implementation. Due to the descriptive and exploratory nature of our research, the methodological procedure followed an empirical approach. Empirical studies enable us to obtain knowledge through direct (or indirect) observation/experience (Goodwin, 2005). The quantitative analysis of empirical evidence gathered from respondents that properly met a set of pre-defined criteria provides arguments to answer the proposed research question: “what combinations of organizational culture profile and leadership style are most likely to favor LM implementation?”.

Surveys are frequently used for data collection in conducting empirical operations management studies (e.g. Shah and Ward, 2007; Bortolotti et al. 2015; Tortorella et al., 2019b). Surveys provide a high level of representativeness at low cost, may be designed such that standardized stimuli are presented to respondents and provide statistical significance to results (Montgomery, 2013). In this study, we carried out an exploratory survey-based study with leaders from different organizations undergoing LM implementation. The exploratory nature of the study helped in getting more in-depth insight on understanding the effects of leadership style and organization culture on LM, thereby laying the foundation for future research. The applied method had two main steps: (i) questionnaire development and data collection, and (ii) clustering and data analysis.

3.1. Questionnaire development and data collection

Some criteria were used to select companies and respondents. This research focused on companies that were (i) implementing LM, and (ii) located in the south of Brazil, so that contextual variables’ effects (e.g. workforce and regional culture) were controlled. Moreover, a minimum level of experience in LM was required, as well as respondents should be formal
leaders in their companies (e.g. General Manager, Assistant Manager, Group Leader, and Team Leader) (Liker, 2004; Tortorella et al., 2016; 2018; Tortorella and Fogliatto, 2017). The first academic reports on LM implementation in Brazilian companies date from late 1990s (e.g. Ferro, 1995; Huallachán and Wasserman, 1999), mainly focused on the automotive supply chain. Since then, lean principles and practices have consistently and rapidly been expanded and adapted to other industries (Lucato et al., 2014). Particularly within the Brazilian manufacturing, literature evidence is prolific and applications diversified, varying from traditional sectors such as automotive (Marodin et al., 2019) and metal-mechanics (Tortorella et al., 2015b), to less usual such as oil and gas (Reis et al., 2017), and food (Costa et al., 2018). The extensive pervasiveness of LM across Brazilian manufacturers creates an adequate environment for analyzing the effects of leadership styles and organizational culture on LM implementation.

We sent questionnaires by e-mail to 759 former students of LM executive education courses. The first message including all questionnaires was forwarded in January 2018, and two follow-up e-mails subsequently sent in the next weeks. The valid final sample consisted of 225 respondents (29.64% response rate). This sample presented companies mainly from the automotive sector (41%) and categorized as large-sized (72%). Furthermore, 61% of respondents had up to 2 years of leadership experience, and 52% were older than 30 years. The majority were male (68%) and 52% were responsible for teams larger than five employees. Group Leaders represented 33% of the respondents.

The questionnaire consisted of four parts. First, it focused on identifying the predominant organizational culture profile in the firm. To achieve that, we used the Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument, which is part of Competing Values Framework (Quinn and Spreitzer, 1991; Cameron and Quinn, 2005), to diagnose perceived organizational culture profile that prevails in the firm. In this sense, we investigated values and beliefs that define employees’
perceptions of their organizational context (Demir et al., 2011). This questionnaire explores six organizational culture dimensions: dominant characteristics, organizational leader, organizational “glue”, organizational climate, criteria of success, and management style. At every dimension, scores are assigned to the occurrence of four scenarios, corresponding to four culture types, in the corresponding organization. The unit of analysis here was the company as a whole. This instrument had been previously applied by Paro and Gerolamo (2017) in a similar context, to investigate the effect of organizational culture on lean programs.

The second part targeted at assessing respondents’ leadership styles. We have applied the Leadership Effectiveness & Adaptability Description questionnaire, which was proposed by Blanchard and Hersey (1969) and Blanchard (2010). Such a questionnaire has already been applied with leaders from companies undergoing LM implementation (e.g. Tortorella and Fogliatto, 2017; Tortorella et al., 2017; 2018). The questionnaire comprises 12 items related to leaders’ behaviors and identifies the preferred styles, as well as leaders’ flexibility to adapt to different styles. Since this part of the questionnaire provides a self-assessment of leadership preferences, the unit of analysis was the leader itself.

The third part measured the level of LM practices adoption, which was listed in the literature (see Table 1). Questions were answered using a 5-point scale where a score of 1 meant ‘not used’ and 5 meant ‘fully adopted’. Participants were supposed to accurately indicate the adoption level of each practice in their working areas. Therefore, the unit of analysis here was the working area that respondents were responsible for, disregarding areas to which their leadership did not extend.

Finally, the fourth part of the questionnaire intended to collect data regarding contextual characteristics of respondents and their companies.
We have addressed a few procedures to mitigate potential common method bias problems in our single-respondent dataset. Among the procedural remedies to control common method bias, we designed the questionnaire providing specific wording and format to questions (Podsakoff et al., 2003). Further, questionnaires were formulated on different sources to obtain the measures of variables. For instance, to investigate organizational culture profiles, we used the instrument from Quinn and Spreitzer (1991), and to investigate leadership styles, we adapted the questionnaire from Blanchard (2010). The questionnaire was also responded anonymously.

A common method bias verification using Harman’s single factor analysis was also undertaken. The logic underlying the analysis is that if common method bias is significant, the data would be sufficiently explained by a single factor based upon a Factor Analysis (Podsakoff et al., 2003; Podsakoff and Organ, 1986). To verify this issue, either an exploratory factor analysis (Malhotra et al., 2006) or a confirmatory factor analysis may be carried out (Mossholder et al., 1998). Despite exploratory factor analysis approach is widely selected for such analysis (e.g. Shah and Ward, 2007; Khanchanapong et al., 2014), we used confirmatory factor analysis as it is acknowledged as a more robust method to check the single factor hypothesis. As thresholds, we used Standardized Root Mean Squared Residual and Comparative Fit Index values larger than 0.09 and 0.95, respectively, as indicatives of single factor common bias (Hu and Bentler, 1999). Since we obtained a Comparative Fit Index of 0.841 and Standardized Root Mean Squared Residual equals to 0.065, the single factor model did not fit well to the dataset, suggesting that common method bias should not be a point of concern.

With respect to LM practices implementation, nonresponse bias was verified by testing differences in variances (Levene's test) and means (t-test) of responses between early and late respondents (Armstrong and Overton, 1977). No statistical differences (p-value<5%) were found for either means or variances, indicating that sample was deemed representative of the population. Although company size is claimed as influential for lean implementation (Shah and
Ward, 2003; Marodin et al., 2016), our unit of analysis was not the plant, but the working area led by the respondent. In this sense, company size’s effect could be disregarded from our analysis, avoiding the risk of bias. Further, responses of the 14 LM practices were checked for reliability through Cronbach’s alpha calculation; an alpha cut-off value larger than 0.6 was adopted (Meyers et al., 2006). Responses indicated high reliability, as the overall alpha value was 0.887. We did not perform an external validation of questions on LM practices, as those were already extensively applied and validated to identify the implementation level of LM (Shah and Ward, 2003; Shah and Ward, 2007; Netland et al., 2015). Further, they were deemed pertaining to a single dimension denoted as Lean Implementation Level (Tortorella et al., 2017; Tortorella and Fettermann, 2018).

3.2. Clustering and data analysis

In this research, two cluster analyses were performed on the same dataset using different clustering variables. In both cases, we initially adopted the hierarchical Ward’s method to check the number of $k$ clusters. Subsequently, $k$-means method was applied to reorganize observations into $k$ clusters (Rencher, 2002).

The dataset was first clustered using respondents’ leadership styles as clustering variables; the second clustering of respondents used LM practices’ implementation level as variables. No formal clustering procedure was required to identify the predominant organizational culture profile perceived by respondents. Since we used the Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument, which is a 6-item ipsative measure, respondents were simply assigned to the cluster corresponding to their predominant organizational culture profile.

When clustering using the leadership styles as variables, four clusters (denoted by $S_i$, $i=1, \ldots, 4$) were identified. Clusters’ number was determined to 4, following the amount of styles, and
the $k$-means method for nominal data was used to assign observations to clusters. The primary leadership style of observations in a cluster corresponded to the one with the highest occurrence frequency. We obtained four clusters with different primary preference styles, suggesting that all leadership styles were included in the sample. Cluster sizes were as follows: S1: $n_1 = 45$; S2: $n_2 = 64$; S3: $n_3 = 46$; S4: $n_4 = 70$). The chi-square test for frequencies confirmed the existence of statistical difference in the occurrence frequency of styles in each cluster ($p$-value<0.01).

For LM implementation, the dataset was clustered into two groups based upon practices adoption level. We performed an analysis of variance to check for differences in means of practices adoption level, which indicated significant results ($p$-values<0.01) for all 14 practices. Cluster 1 consisted of 112 observations with a higher mean adoption level of LM practices and, hence, named as HLM (high level of lean manufacturing implementation). The second cluster comprised 113 observations that presented lower mean adoption levels for the same practices. Therefore, this cluster was denoted as LLM (low level of lean manufacturing implementation).

Thus, three sets of clusters were determined. The initial set is related to clusters from S1 to S4 based upon leadership styles. The second one embraces the categorization of observations in terms of organizational culture profiles (Group, Development, Hierarchical, and Rational). Finally, the last set refers to clusters HLM and LLM, which were determined on the LM practices implementation level.

We now test for differences in the frequencies across each set of groups. Initially, data was checked for normality applying Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, which indicated that a normal distribution was not followed by the data ($p$-value<0.05). Hence, suitable nonparametric techniques were used to analyze the dataset (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2013). Chi-square test with contingency tables were used to test differences in frequencies; i.e. we verified whether the frequency of leadership styles was related to LM practices at each profile of organizational
culture. Associations whose adjusted residual values were larger than or equal to \(|1.64|\) were considered significant.

4. Results and discussion

Regarding the identification of the predominant organizational culture profile among respondents, Figure 2 displays Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument results for the sample of 225 respondents. The chi-square test for frequencies confirmed the existence of statistical differences in the frequency of occurrence of organizational culture profiles (\(\chi^2=16.97\), p-value<0.01). Most respondents (\(n=80\)) categorized their firms’ culture as predominantly Rational (also known as market culture). The term market aims at emphasizing transactions with external agents, such as supply chain members. The main perceived value of such organizational culture is the focus on competitive pricing and market leadership (Igo and Skitmore 2006; Demir et al., 2011). On the other hand, the Hierarchical culture (i.e. results-oriented) was the least observed in our sample (\(n=39\)). According to Cameron and Quinn (2005), that was the predominant organizational culture throughout the 1960s. Hierarchy culture emphasizes internal aspects and reinforces stability and control through determining clear tasks followed by specific standards. Hence, formal relationships are prevailing, in which leaders tend to be excellent coordinators and organizers.
Table 3 consolidates the outcomes of four contingency tables with chi-square test values. In each contingency table, an organizational culture profile is analyzed regarding leadership styles and level of LM implementation. In firms where a Group culture prevails, facilitating leadership style S3 is significantly associated with levels of LM implementation. That indicates that in organizations that share values and reinforce aspects such as participation and collaboration leaders who prefer adopting the participating/supporting behaviors are found more frequently than expected in HLM firms, and less frequently in LLM firms. Surprisingly, in organizations with the same cultural characteristic, but where LM practices are still incipient (LLM), leadership is likely to disregard both relation- and task-oriented behaviors, favoring delegating leadership style S4. These findings are consistent with previous evidence, indicating that the establishment of a Group culture occurs when goals are shared, and the achievement of higher levels of participation and morale are needed (House et al., 2004; Cameron and Quinn, 2005; Padkil and Leonard, 2015; Stentoft and Freytag, 2020). Additionally, LM implementation relies heavily on teams’ efforts based on consensus building for decision making and employee
commitment (Liker, 2004; Mann, 2009; Liker and Rother, 2011; Tortorella et al., 2019a). Therefore, it becomes reasonable that a relation-oriented leadership, which characterizes style S3, tend to promote the lean change more effectively in organizations whose cultural characteristics reinforce the participation of employees, suppliers, and customers to attain a higher performance. By opposition, within such organizational culture leaders that delegate may struggle to implement LM practices and progress their team to a more advanced stage of the lean change.

Results for environments where a Development culture is predominant show that a directing leadership behavior (S1) is significantly more frequent than expected in LLM firms, and less frequent in HLM firms. Such organizational culture profile is suitable for high-risk organizations, presents little centralization, requires a higher level of employees’ training, development and empowerment, and boost individuals’ innovative initiatives (Ingo and Skitmore, 2006; Demir et al., 2011; Dinis-Carvalho, 2020). Contrary to commonsense belief, our sample displays a larger number of task-oriented leaders (who tell followers when and what to do) in firms with a Development culture and higher levels of LM implementation. In fact, according to studies by Spear and Bowen (1999), Spear (2004), Spear (2009), Liker and Convis (2011), and Tortorella et al. (2019b) extensive LM implementation reports usually deem rigid specifications as the core for achieving flexibility and creativity in continuous improvement initiatives. Our results illustrate such paradox.

Table 3 – Chi-square test results for organizational culture profiles regarding leadership styles and levels of LM implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational culture profiles</th>
<th>Leadership style</th>
<th>LLM</th>
<th></th>
<th>HLM</th>
<th></th>
<th>Total frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Adjusted residual</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Adjusted residual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-Directing style</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2-Coaching style</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3-Facilitating style</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-1.96***</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.96***</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership Style</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>z-score</td>
<td>Expected Frequency</td>
<td>z-score</td>
<td>Total Frequency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S4-Delegating style</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.91*</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1.91*</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total frequency</strong></td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-Directing style</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.99**</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-1.99**</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2-Coaching style</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3-Facilitating style</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4-Delegating style</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-1.27</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total frequency</strong></td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rational</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-Directing style</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.58</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2-Coaching style</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-2.11**</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.11**</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3-Facilitating style</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-1.48</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4-Delegating style</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-1.14</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total frequency</strong></td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-Directing style</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2-Coaching style</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.83*</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1.83*</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3-Facilitating style</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4-Delegating style</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total frequency</strong></td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*significant at 10% (residual adjusted>|1.64|), **significant at 5% (residual adjusted>|1.96|) and ***significant at 1% (residual adjusted>|2.58|)

In firms predominantly characterized by a Rational culture, the coaching leadership style (S2) is significantly more frequent than expected in HLM firms, and less frequent in LLM. In other words, in firms with core values centered in competitiveness and productivity/profitability, which is typical of HLM environments, leadership behaviors that are task-oriented appear to be more frequently preferred, while a relation-oriented style (S3) is less preferred. Such finding is somewhat surprising in light of the existing body of knowledge on organizational culture, which states that leaders in Rational environments are more likely to be tough and demanding (Cameron and Quinn, 2005; Demir et al., 2011). However, when these firms are implementing LM their capability of identifying and solving problems based on facts and data becomes reinforced to allow sustainable improvements (Spear, 2009; Shook, 2010; Seidel et al., 2019). Hence, in HLM firms results matter, but so do processes. Thus, in an organizational context where the search for competitiveness and productivity are key, and are achieved through a continuous problem-solving process based on scientific methods, leaders tend to direct their followers to accomplish tasks without disregarding their willingness to do it with some degree of independence.

Finally, in a Hierarchical culture the only leadership style that varies significantly with the level of LM implementation is S2 (coaching), being more frequent in firms starting LM
implementation (LLM). The combination of a Hierarchical culture that assumes intense specialization and uniformity, presenting a formal and structured workplace (Padkil and Leonard, 2015), with a leadership style that encourages creativity and experimentation through followers’ development such as S2 (Thompson and Glaso, 2015), may not lead to extensive implementation of LM practices. In fact, our findings suggest that as firms presenting this kind of organizational culture advance in LM implementation, leaders shift their behaviors away from the S2 style. However, results do not point to a significantly preferable leadership style in HLM within this organizational culture.

5. Conclusion

This research was conducted assessing leaders from Brazilian manufacturers, although its outcomes might be applicable to other contexts. In this sense, implications are relevant for lean researchers and practitioners.

Regarding research implications, we present a different methodology to identify organizational culture profiles and leadership styles that can underpin to a higher level of LM implementation regarding its practices. Literature often indicates a pre-determined set of leadership behaviors while the organizational culture should support the underlying principles that drive the employees’ behavioral shift from a conventional to a lean system. However, previous studies (Mann, 2010; Pamfilie et al., 2012; Dombrowski and Mielke, 2014) did not offer detailed descriptions of organizational culture characteristics and leadership styles desirable to support the transition to a lean firm, usually performing analyses that embrace high-maturity contexts, such as Toyota.

Our approach identifies preferred leadership styles, as suggested by the Situational Leadership theory (Blanchard, 2010), that support an extensive adoption of LM practices taking into
consideration organizational culture characteristics proposed by Competing Values Framework (Cameron and Quinn, 2005). Analysis of organizational culture perceived characteristics is undertaken across sets of clusters. Based upon this methodology, academicians can verify combinations of organizational culture characteristics and leadership style that are most likely to favor LM practices implementation within each cluster of respondents.

An understanding of how leadership styles and organizational culture characteristics can bear LM practices adoption is also provided, enabling more assertive management of the LM change process. For instance, in companies with organizational culture predominantly characterized as ‘Development’ or ‘Rational’, leaders who prefer the ‘Coaching’ style are more likely to implement LM in greater depth. However, the same style may not work properly in companies characterized by a ‘Hierarchical’ culture. Overall, when LM implementation is viewed as a transient process, there might be multiple ways to successfully lead teams. The interaction between organizational culture characteristics and leadership styles is associated with LM practices implementation, showing that the expected effect of such interaction may not always occur at the same extension suggested in the literature.

From a practical perspective, empirical evidence were provided on the impacts of the association between leadership styles and organizational culture profiles over LM practices implementation. For instance, with respect to firms where the Group culture prevails, we have demonstrated that leaders performing their duties in environments in which lean practices are well implemented adopt the leadership style S3. Further, the influence of a Development culture is relevant only for S1-style leaders in environments in which LM practices are extensively adopted. Evidence suggest that the examined organizational culture characteristics and leadership styles are indeed related to LM practices implementation. Thus, organizations implementing LM can understand their cultural environment and, hence, stimulate proper leadership behaviors to enhance such implementation accordingly.
It is noteworthy that this research outlines leadership styles according to organizational culture profiles in manufacturers implementing LM. The identification of such style preferences in different organizational culture contexts allows organizations to foster leadership development in a way that reinforces a more extensive adoption of LM practices within the respective organizational culture. Although changes in leadership behaviors are usually time-consuming, they are much easier to manage than changes in the organizational culture itself. Once the prevailing organizational culture profile is identified, it becomes clearer which leadership styles may be synergistic for properly achieving a more extensive LM practices adoption, giving senior managers arguments to address initiatives that may entail behavioral and cultural shifts towards a lean enterprise.

Our study has some limitations related to the characteristics of the surveyed sample. As respondents were from Southern Brazil, perceptions can be influenced by regional features. Recent research has suggested that LM is more widely adopted in developed economies, where individuals, teams and organizations have a more substantial background on the topic (Kull et al., 2014; Bortolotti et al. 2015). Furthermore, respondents’ sampling was not random, which results that our findings can only be extended to similar contexts.

Additionally, authentic leaders (besides the formal job position) were not able to be identified within the study sample. Authentic leaders are likely to be aware of their thoughts and behaviors; they are deemed as aware of their own and others’ values (Avolio et al., 2004). Identifying authentic leaders was out of this study’s scope, hence, we understand it is a prominent research development that could be included in the future. Further, our sample was comprised of respondents from different hierarchical levels. As a result, respondents’ awareness of LM implementation in their respective companies may vary. To overcome that, future studies that sample respondents with similar job titles might provide a more robust and homogeneous perspective of the actual level of lean implementation.
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